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“Let’s go. Where did you guys see them? We’ll go find them immediately,” The 

Great Elder asked. 

“Okay. Let’s go.” 

Sami nodded. Subsequently, she went together with Terrence, Owen, and the 

elders to look for Severin. In addition, they also brought many strong men with 

them. All in all, the group of people came up to a total of a hundred people. 

“What the f*ck? What’s going on? Why are there so many people from the 

province mansion coming out together?” 

“I don’t know. Did something happen? I think all of the powerful people have 

gathered. Where are they going?” 

Many people saw the commotion and started to wonder what was happening. 

After all, this had never happened before and it was really quite scary. 

Meanwhile, Severin and Sheila were having dinner in a fine-dining restaurant. 

They ordered a bottle of red. wine to enjoy with the dinner. They took their 

time to enjoy the dinner and left the restaurant satisfyingly when they finished 

eating. 

“Uncle Terrence, that’s them! They are over there!” 

Just a couple minutes after Severin and Sheila left the restaurant, Sami saw 

them from across the street. She was happy and quickly pointed to show the 

others. 

Owen was glad that they found Severin and Sheila so easily. “Those two 

people are so stupid. They actually have the nerve to continue lingering 

around here.” 
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He was actually very worried Severin would leave immediately after Severin 

knew his father was the Governor. It was not going to be easy to find Severin 

and Sheila if they decided to leave the city. immediately. Nevertheless, 

Severin and Sheila were not as smart as Owen thought they were. 

“Surround them!” Terrence waved his hand and instructed. Without fail, those 

warrior kings flew up into the sky to head to where Severin and Sheila were. A 

second later, those warrior kings landed and surrounded Severin and Sheila. 
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